I linguaggi della violenza
tra mondo antico e contemporaneità
Palermo 25 novembre 2020 ore 16:00/19:00
conferenza in modalità telematica

ZOOM con diretta Facebook live
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/3747366098?pwd=cmk0RGc0a08vZGpVcGJYV0dUNGU4QT09

On the occasion of the "International Day for the Elimination of Violence Against Women",
established by the General Assembly of the United Nations, during which all over the world:
governments, associations and non-governmental organizations hold demonstrations to
remember those who have suffered and suffer violence.
ComeUnaMarea Onlus Association renews its commitment and will be alongside abused
women by organizing an online meeting on 25th of November 2020 with partner
associations.
Since history shows that violence is a phenomenon inherent in the experience of
relationships between individuals, we will propose a journey through time on the evolution
of the female condition, starting from some of the best-known female figures of Greek
mythology, then returning to current events with a 'analysis of the social emergency, that
exploded during 2020 for the considerable increase in cases of violence against women
during forced quarantine. We will see how this worrying phenomenon is nowadays in Italy
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and in the partner countries of the "FLAVIE - Fighting Loud Against Violence In Europe"
project in which ComeUnaMarea represents Italy.
At the end of the conference:
- screening of the video "Violence against women - the art screen". The movie shows works
of famous artists, some of whom have used art as a tool to condemn gender violence while
others used it as a justification and legitimation of the condition of inferiority of women during
history.
- Reading of excerpts from the book “the silent barbarism” by Alba Arena.
Concetta Bruno ComeUnaMarea Onlus
Introduction and presentation of the project "FLAVIE - Fighting Loud Against Violence In
Europe"
Flavia Frisone Università del Salento
"Ifigenia, Polissena e le others. When the violence of history is written on the body of women
Claudia Corbari - Associazione GHENOS "
"To prevent the violence through the relationship with the other
Marie Reine Bernard e Chantal LAVIE - TERA - Maison de l'Europe de la Charente
"Violences faites aux femmes Etats des lieux en Europe"
Merve Duman FAAL DERNEĞİ
"Violence situation in Turkey"
Neco Meletli e Guirlande Louithomme - Mobilizing Expertise.
"The case of sweden in the domestic violence case"
Soledad Vélez Murcia e Jane Cronin - Mujeres por Mujeres
"Violence agaist woman in Spain"
Flavia Magaritelli Osservatorio Salute e Sicurezza
Data analysis on violence against women in Italy from 2019 to the lockdown
Luigia Billone Life and Life
"Covid-19 e Gender violence: the pandemic invisible effects"
Nino Rocca professore storia e filosofia in pensione
The press and culture role in women's violence.
Carla Baffari presidente I Cuori di Francesca
Social solidarity concrete initiatives: the protection of minors and orphans of femicide.
Angelo Molino - Athena Music & Wellness Therapy
Receptive music therapy as a tool for healing from PTSD
Donia Ben Abdelali and Ilaria Racalbuto moderators
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